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Abstract—Redundant via insertion is a widely recommended
technique to enhance the via yield and reliability. In this paper,
the post-routing redundant via insertion problem is transformed
to a mixed bipartite-conflict graph matching problem, and an effi-
cient heuristic minimum weighted matching (HMWM) algorithm
is presented to solve it. The developed method not only inserts
redundant vias for alive vias but also protects the dead vias by
utilizing the wire spreading capability– that’s to say, the method
shifts wires into the empty space and adds redundant vias for dead
vias to further enhance the via yield. Experimental results show
that the average insertion rate of alive vias is 99.54% with a short
run time, and the wire spreading technique can achieve average
insertion rate to be 54.41% for dead vias.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the VLSI technology scales into the deep sub-micron and
nano-meter region, the number of transistors and logic gates
speedily increases on a chip. Nowadays, modern chips can
have six or more metal layers and over millions of vias. The
vias are used to connect wires on different metal layers and
play a very important role in the integrated circuit (IC) design.
The via can be partially or completely failed due to the ran-
dom defects in a manufacturing process, electro-migration and
thermal stress. The substantially increasing equivalent resis-
tance and capacitance of a partially blocked via can degrade
the circuit performance and induce the reliability issue of cir-
cuit. Furthermore, the completely failed via can break the net,
cause the functional failure of logic gates and make the entire
design fail. Inserting a redundant via adjacent to a single via
without causing any design rule violations is a valid and rec-
ommended method to improve the via yield and reliability [1].
The redundant via is a backup of the single via, and it makes
the via failure to be tolerated. After inserting a redundant via,
the failure rate of double vias is quite smaller than the single
via’s. It has been shown that a single via fails 10×–100× more
often than the double vias [2].

The first work of the redundant via insertion in the detailed
maze routing was proposed by Xu et. al. [3]. The Lagrangian
relaxation was utilized to insert redundant vias; however, the
computational complexity of their approach is very high. Yao
et. al. [4] improved the multilevel routing framework by min-
imizing the number of vias and inserting redundant vias in the
routing stage to improve the yield.

The tools EYE/PEYE [5] perform a greedy way to insert re-
dundant vias and use the wire spreading technique to reduce the
critical area between wires. Luo et. al. [6] considered single
vias one by one for redundant via insertion in the post-routing
stage. Therefore, the result is only local optimal. Lee et. al. [7]

formulated the redundant via insertion problem as a maximum
independent set (MIS) problem in the post-routing stage. Since
the MIS problem is NP–complete, they proposed an efficient
model and heuristic algorithm to approach it.

Chen et. al. [8] presented a full-chip gridless routing method
considering the via number minimization and the redundant via
planning in the routing stage, and proposed a bipartite graph
matching based post-routing double-via insertion algorithm to
achieve a higher insertion rate. Because of a stack via being
treated as one unit via in their double-via insertion step, the
solution quality is degraded. Besides, as the number of rout-
ing layers is larger than 3, their two-stage double-via inser-
tion (TDVI) algorithm partitions the original layout into several
sub-layouts with each being up to three metal layers, and each
sub-layout is solved separately. Hence, the quality of insertion
solution is degraded due to this heuristic.

The conventional methods proposed in [3–8] are only for the
alive vias. To protect dead vias, McCullen [9] utilized the tech-
nique of wire spreading to shift wires and create space for ad-
ditional vias under the restricted topology layout.

In this paper, we develop an efficient algorithm with wire
spreading capability to insert redundant vias for both alive and
dead vias in the post-routing stage. Firstly, the mixed bipartite-
conflict (MBC) graph is defined by mixing the bipartite and
conflict graphs, and a weight of each edge in the MBC graph
is suitably assigned. Then, the redundant via insertion prob-
lem is formulated as a defined MBC graph matching problem.
After that, an effective heuristic minimum weighted matching
(HMWM) algorithm is developed to find the matching set of
MBC graph. Finally, we utilize the above procedure and the
wire spreading technique to develop an efficient redundant via
insertion method for alive and dead vias.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
the concept of wire spreading capability and how to utilize this
technique for inserting the redundant via adjacent to the dead
via are presented. Then, the MBC graph and the MBC graph
matching problem are defined in section III. After that, the
post-routing redundant via insertion with wire spreading ca-
pability (RVIfA-WS) method is described in section IV. Fi-
nally, the experimental results and conclusions are given in sec-
tions V and VI, respectively.

II. WIRE SPREADING CAPABILITY

The concept of wire spreading capability utilizing in the dou-
ble via insertion problem is to push wire segments away the
dead via without introduction any design rule and connectivity
violations to allocate enough space for inserting a redundant
via adjacent to this dead via.
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Fig. 1. The layout templates with wire shifted degree being 1 for searching the redundant via candidates of alive dead via.

Basically, given a routed design and process design rules, we
should determine how to push wire segments around the dead
vias to obtain enough space for inserting vias. After pushing
the wire segments, the modified routing solution must maintain
circuit characteristics, and the chip area must be unchanged.

To find redundant via candidates for dead vias by utilizing
the wire spreading capability, a searching region is predefined.
The use of searching region is similar to the DRW1 [7]. The
searching region is a bounding rectangular box, and its size
is according to the minimum space (MSP) and the maximum
wire shifted degree. Here, the MSP is the minimum space de-
sign rule of metal and via in the same layer, and the maximum
wire shifted degree is the extended level of wires allowed to be
pushed. When the pushing of wire segments in the searching
region is legal, a redundant via candidate of the dead via and
the minimum shifted degree of its adjacent wires are obtained.

The searching region is also utilized to find the conflicts–
that is to say, the design rule is violated if some redundant via
candidates of dead via and the redundant via candidates of sin-
gle via occupy the same space. Furthermore, single vias, pins
and instance pins cannot exist on the pushing wire segments of
the searching region.

To save the runtime, several layout templates are predefined
for finding the redundant via candidates of each alive dead via.
The templates with wire shifted degree being 1 are shown in
Fig. 1. Given an alive dead via and its searching region, the pro-
posed wire spreading technique tries to match its layout struc-
ture with the predefined templates, and allocates the minimum
space for inserting a redundant via adjacent to the dead via.

The experimental results shown in section V demonstrate
that the wire spreading technique with the layout templates can
achieve average insertion rate to be 54.41% for the dead vias in
the benchmark circuits, and the movement of pushing wires in
the searching region is relatively small compared with the orig-
inal layout. Hence, the impact of circuit timing is negligible.

III. MBC GRAPH MATCHING PROBLEM

The post-routing redundant via insertion problem is formu-
lated as a graph matching problem. Firstly, the definitions of
related graphs are given. Then, this graph matching problem
that we call it the “MBC graph matching problem” is defined.

1DRW is a bounding rectangular box that is used to find redundant via
candidates for alive vias.

RR2 RR2

V2 V2
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RL1 RR1
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Fig. 2. Two feasible cases without violating the design rule.

Definition 1 (Via-candidate bipartite graph) A via-
candidate bipartite graph Gv = (V ∪ R,Ev) is an undirected
bipartite graph whose vertices are composed of two indepen-
dent sets V and R. V is the set of single vias in the circuit
and is named to be a single via set. R is the set whose vertices
are the redundant via candidates of single vias and is called
a redundant via candidate set. Ev is the edge set. For each
v ∈ V and r ∈ R, there exists an edge e(v, r) ∈ Ev if r is a
redundant via candidate vertex of v. �

Definition 2 (Candidate relative graph) A candidate relative
graph Gc = (R,Ec) is an undirected conflict graph whose
vertex set is the redundant via candidate set R. For each r1 ∈
R and r2 ∈ R, there exists an edge e(r1, r2) ∈ Ec if the design
rule will be violated for simultaneously choosing r1 and r2. �

Definition 3 (Mixed bipartite-conflict graph/MBC graph)
A mixed bipartite-conflict graph G = (V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec) is a
union of Gv = (V ∪ R,Ev) and Gc = (R,Ec). Its vertex set
is equal to V ∪ R, and its edge set is equal to Ev ∪ Ec. �

One difference between the MBC graph and the bipartite
graph in [8] is that the vertex set of MBC graph is constructed
by all single vias and redundant via candidates in all layers.
The graph can represent the conflicts of redundant vias me-
thodically and perform the matching effectively. Moreover, the
bipartite graph in [8] merges the redundant via candidate ver-
tices if they are in conflict, treats each stack via as a unit, and
the single vias which form a stack structure can only have re-
dundant vias inserted on the same side simultaneously [10]. On
the contrary, in the MBC graph, an edge is added to connect
two redundant via candidate vertices if they are in conflict, and
each single via is treated as a unit no matter it is stacked or not.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the difference between the mixed bipartite-conflict
graph and the bipartite graph.

The post-routing redundant via insertion problem can be
formulated as a MBC graph matching problem defined as be-
low.
MBC Graph Matching Problem: Given a MBC graph G =
(V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec), the problem is to find a matching set M of
G. Here, M is a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges, and the
endpoints of each edge consist of one in V and the other in R.
Furthermore, for two arbitrary endpoints r1 ∈ R and r2 ∈ R,
it is not allowed to exist an edge between them in Ec. �

IV. REDUNDANT VIA INSERTION WITH WIRE SPREADING

CAPABILITY (RVIfA-WS) METHOD

The executing flow of the RVIfA-WS method is shown in
Fig. 4. Although simultaneously dealing with alive vias and
dead vias can achieve a better insertion rate, the RVIfA-WS
method inserts the redundant vias of alive vias firstly and then
insert the redundant vias of dead vias for not altering the origi-
nal routed design too much.

Given a cell library and a routed circuit, firstly, a MBC graph
is built for alive vias, and the edge weight assignment pro-
cedure is performed for the MBC graph. According to the
weights of edges, the HMWM algorithm is utilized to solve
the MBC graph matching problem and the redundant vias are
inserted adjacent to alive vias. Then, the resources of original
layout design are updated. After the insertion for alive vias has
been done, dead vias can be protected as well by using the wire
spreading capability. Similarly, a weighted MBC graph can be
built for dead vias, and the HMWM algorithm is also employed
to this graph for finding the inserted solution for dead vias. Af-
ter that, the resources are updated and the wire segments are
shifted. Lastly, a modified layout design is reported. The RVIf

A-WS method is detailed in the rest section.

A. Redundant Via Insertion for Alive Vias

In this subsection, the procedure of redundant via insertion
for alive vias is presented. We we name this procedure “RVIfA
procedure”, and its executing steps are summarized in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. The flowchart of RVIfA-WS method.

A.1 MBC Graph Construction

The RVIfA procedure refers to the similar concept of graph
construction algorithm (GCA) [7] to construct the correspond-
ing MBC graph GA = (V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec) for alive vias of the
given routed circuit; it utilizes the DVE box and DRW win-
dow defined in [7] to find redundant via candidates of single
vias and the conflicts between the redundant via candidates of
different single vias. The MBC graph can be obtained by mod-
ifying the conflict graph proposed in [7]. Firstly, each alive via
vertex and a constructed edge which connects the alive via ver-
tex and each of its candidate vertices are added into the conflict
graph. Then, each edge between the redundant via candidate
vertices of the same alive via in the conflict graph is removed.

A.2 Edge Weight Assignment for the MBC Graph

After constructing a MBC graph GA = (V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec) for
alive vias, a value of weight w(e) for each edge e(v, r) ∈ Ev ,
where v ∈ V and r ∈ R, is assigned according to the properties
of the alive via vertex v and its redundant via candidate vertex
r. The edge weight w(e) is

w(e) = αA × F.N. + βA × C.D. + γA × C.T. + σA × A.D.C. (1)

Here, αA, βA, γA and σA are user-specified constants, and
the value of w(e) is according to the following keys.

• Feasible number (F.N.): It is the number of the feasible
redundant via candidate vertices of v.

• Conflict degree (C.D.): It is the number of conflicts be-
tween r and other redundant via candidate vertices, i.e.,
the number of connected edges of r in Ec.

• Candidate type (C.T.): We prefer to insert the on-track
redundant vias because they have better electrical proper-
ties than the off-track redundant vias. Hence, the value of
C.T. is set to 0 if r is an on-track redundant via vertex;
otherwise, it is 1 for the off-track redundant via vertex.

• Alive-dead conflict degree (A.D.C.): It is the number of
the conflicts between r and the redundant via candidate
vertices of dead vias by spreading wire segments.
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HMWM(G = (V ∪ R, Ev ∪ Ec))
Sort the edges of the edge set Ev in the non-decreasing order weight
by constructing the binary search tree– BST.

while existing edges in Ev can be added to the matching set M
Pick an e(v, r) ∈ Ev , where v ∈ V and r ∈ R, which has the
smallest weight in the binary search tree–BST.

Add e(v, r) to M ,
Do Update(e(v, r), G),

return matching M

Update(e(v, r), G)
1. Delete all adjacent vertices of r except v and their connected edges,

and the candidate vertices of v except r and their connected edges.
2. Delete the edge e(v, r) and vertices v and r.
3. Update the value of conflict degree and the feasible number of

each edge e(v1, r1) ∈ Ev . Here, v1 ∈ V is a single via vertex,
and at least one of its candidate vertices is deleted.

4. Update the binary search tree–BST.

Fig. 5. Algorithm of HMWM.

To make a trade-off between the redundant via insertion rate
and the on-track redundant via insertion rate, the order of im-
portance is the feasible number, the candidate type, the con-
flict degree and the alive-dead conflict degree; hence we have
αA ≥ γA ≥ βA ≥ σA. According to the edge weight, the
RVIfA procedure gives the higher priority to an edge which has
a smaller feasible number of its corresponding alive via vertex,
and a smaller conflict degree, a smaller alive-dead conflict de-
gree and the on-track structure of its corresponding redundant
via candidate vertex. The intention of using A.D.C. is to retain
empty space for inserting the redundant via of the dead via.

A.3 HMWM Algorithm for the MBC Graph

The HMWM algorithm shown in Fig. 5 is a heuristic method
for solving the MBC graph matching problem. After construct-
ing the MBC graph GA = (V ∪R,Ev∪Ec) of alive vias, where
each edge e ∈ Ev has a specific weight, the RVIfA procedure
performs the HMWM algorithm to solve the weighted MBC
graph for obtaining the matching set M , then it inserts a redun-
dant via next to each matched alive via.

The HMWM algorithm firstly sorts the edges in Ev accord-
ing to their weights in the non-decreasing order by using the
binary search tree, then it adds an edge having the smallest
weight to M . If the number of edges with the smallest weight is
more than one, it randomly selects one and adds it to M . After
one edge has been added, the MBC graph is modified immedi-
ately by deleting all adjacent vertices of the matched redundant
via candidate vertex and its connected edges. The candidates of
the matched single via vertex and its connected edges are also
removed. Then, the conflict degree and the feasible number of
each remaining edge e(v1, r1) ∈ Ev are updated. Here, v1 is
a single via vertex, and at least one of its candidate vertices is
deleted. In addition, the binary search tree is also updated.

The above process is done until no edge can be added to M ,
and the matching set of the weighted MBC graph is obtained.

B. Dead Via Protection by using Wire Spreading Capability

After redundant vias have been inserted for alive vias, we in-
sert redundant vias next to dead vias by using the wire spread-
ing capability to further enhance the yield of vias. We name this

RVIfA Procedure

Step 1 Check the surrounding environment to find redundant via
candidate vertices and conflicts for all single via vertices,
and add dead via vertices to the dead via set (DVSET).

Step 2 Check the surrounding environment to find redundant via
candidate vertices and conflicts for all dead via vertices and
determine how many wire segments need to be pushed.

Step 3 Construct a MBC graph GA = (V ∪ R, Ev ∪ Ec) for all
alive vias, and assign a weight to each edge e ∈ Ev

according to those keys mentioned in section A.2.
Step 4 Perform HMWM algorithm to find the matching set of this

weighted MBC graph. Then, unmatched via vertices become
dead via vertices and are added to the dead via set (DVSET).

Step 5 Modify the layout resources which include redundant vias
and extra metal wires. The redundant via candidate vertices
of dead vias which are conflicted with the redundant via
vertices of matched alive via vertices are removed.

Fig. 6. Procedure of RVIf A.

procedure “WS procedure”, and its executing steps are summa-
rized in Fig. 7 and detailed in the rest subsection.

B.1 MBC Graph Construction

Two different types of dead vias can be categorized from the
DVSET in Fig. 6. One type is the dead via of the given routed
design, and the other is the artificial dead via which is the un-
matched alive via in the RVIfA procedure. By utilizing the lay-
out templates and searching region introduced in section II, the
WS procedure finds the redundant via candidates and the con-
flicts of redundant via candidates for dead vias to constructs a
MBC graph GD = (V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec) for the DVSET.

B.2 Edge Weight Assignment for the MBC Graph

After a MBC graph GD = (V ∪R,Ev∪Ec) for the DVSET has
been built, a weight w(e) for each edge e(v, r) ∈ Ev , where
v ∈ V and r ∈ R, is assigned according to the properties of
dead via vertex v and its redundant via candidate vertex r. The
edge weight w(e) is given as

w(e) = αD × D.F.N. + βD × D.C.D.

+γD × P.W.N. + σD × C.T.. (2)

Here, αD, βD, γD and σD are user-specified constants, and the
value of w(e) is according to several keys defined as follows.

• Dead-Feasible number (D.F.N.): It is the number of the
feasible redundant via candidate vertices of v by using the
wire spreading capability.

• Dead-Conflict degree (D.C.D.): It is the number of con-
flicts between r and other redundant via candidate vertices
of dead vias by pushing wire segments

• Pushing wire number (P.W.N.): It is the number of push-
ing wire segments for allocating enough space to insert r.
The WS procedure intends to select a redundant via candi-
date vertex with small P.W.N. since the wire movement
is less.

• Candidate type (C.T.): It is equal to 0 if r is an on-track
redundant via candidate vertex; otherwise, it is equal to 1
for the off-track redundant via candidate vertex.
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WS Procedure

Step 1 Check the surrounding environment to find redundant via
candidate vertices and conflicts for new dead via vertices
and determine how many wire segments need to be pushed.

Step 2 Construct a MBC graph GD = (V ∪ R, Ev ∪ Ec) for all
dead vias, and assign a weight to each edge e ∈ Ev

according to those keys mentioned in section B.2.
Step 3 Perform HMWM algorithm to find the matching set of this

weighted MBC graph.
Step 4 Shift the pushing wire segments and modify the layout

resources including the redundant vias and extra metal wires.

Fig. 7. Procedure of WS.

The order of importance is the dead-feasible number, the dead-
conflict degree, the pushing wire number and the candidate
type; hence the WP procedure has αD ≥ βD ≥ γD ≥ σD.
According to the edge weight, the WS procedure also gives a
higher priority to an edge having a smaller dead-feasible num-
ber of its corresponding dead via vertex, and a smaller dead-
conflict degree, a smaller pushing wire number and the on-track
structure of its corresponding redundant via candidate vertex.

B.3 HMWM Algorithm for the MBC Graph

After the MBC graph GD = (V ∪ R,Ev ∪ Ec) has been con-
structed, and a suitable weight of each edge e ∈ Ev has been
assigned, the WS procedure uses the HMWM algorithm shown
in Fig. 5 to find the matching set of this weighted MBC graph.

C. Speed Up

As the experiments shown in [11], the corresponding con-
flict graphs of real circuits are all sparse graphs. Thus, the
connected components of a conflict graph were computed for
accelerating the proposed methods in [11]. From the circuits
used in our experiments, the corresponding MBC graphs are
also sparse. Therefore, we can also group the connected com-
ponents of MBC graph G = (V ∪R,Ev ∪Ec) into many sub-
graphs by using the depth first search algorithm [12], and per-
form the HMWM algorithm for each subgraph. This method
can accelerate our approach without lowering the insertion rate,
and this accelerated method can also be applied to the maxi-
mum bipartite matching algorithm.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The RVIfA-WS method has been implemented in C++ pro-
gramming language on a dual core 2.13-GHz PC machine with
4-GB memory. Firstly, we compared the RVIfA procedure with
the TDVI algorithm [8] for the post-layout redundant via inser-
tion problem of alive vias. The HMWM algorithm was used
to solve the MBC graph, and TDVI was used to solve the bi-
partite graph. The benchmarks were generated by the authors
of [8]. “Mcc1” and “Mcc2” contain 4 metal layers and other
benchmarks contain only three metal layers. Both HMWM and
TDVI algorithms computed the connected components and di-
vided the original graph into many subgraphs for accelerating
the matching procedure. We chose αA = 3, βA = 1, γA = 2
and σA = 0.1 for the HMWM algorithm to achieve a better

trade-off between the redundant via insertion rate and the on-
track via insertion rate. The LEDA package [13] was used in
TDVI for solving the maximum bipartite matching and mini-
mum weighted bipartite matching problems.

The results of RVIfA procedure and TDVI algorithm are
shown in Table I. In the table, TDVI has two modes, the inser-
tion rate mode and the on-tract/stack redundant via enhance-
ment mode. A stack via and its redundant via are counted as
two single vias and two redundant vias in the result of TDVI,
respectively. The “#Single Via” is the total single vias of the
given layout, “#Alive Via” is the number of alive vias, “#Ins.
RVia” is the number of redundant vias after performing the in-
sertion method, “Ins. Rate” and “On-T. Rate” are the redundant
via insertion rate and on-track redundant via insertion rate, re-
spectively, “Time of HMWM” reports the runtime of HMWM
algorithm, and “Time” reports the runtime of TDVI.

Table I shows that our approach can obtain average 11.24×
runtime speed up over the TDVI algorithm and achieve an av-
erage insertion rate at 99.54%. Both insertion rate and the on-
track insertion rate are higher than the TDVI2 algorithm for
each benchmark circuit.

After executing the RVIfA procedure for alive vias on each
benchmark, we performed the WS procedure to protect dead
vias, and the result is presented in Table II. The maximum
wire shifted degree for the searching region was set to be 3 for
each metal layer, and we chose αD = 3 , βD = 1, γD = 1
and σD = 0.1 in the HMWM algorithm for solving the MBC
graph of dead vias. The “#Dead Via” and “#Artificial Dead
Via” are the number of original dead vias and the number of
extra dead vias after executing the RVIfA procedure, respec-
tively. The “#All Dead Via” is the number of all dead vias
which is equal to the sum of #Dead Via and #Artificial Dead
Via. The “#Alive Dead Via” is the number of dead vias that
can be potentially protected by utilizing the wire spreading ca-
pability, “#Prot. Dead Via” gives the number of protected dead
vias after pushing wire segments, “Prot. Rate” is the rate of
protected dead vias, “PWLen. Percent.” represents the ratio of
the total length of pushing wire segments to the total length of
nets, and “Time” reports the runtime of WS procedure.

Table II demonstrates that using the wire spreading capabil-
ity can effectively protect the dead vias. The average rate of
protected dead vias can be up to 54.41% with the maximum
and average percentages of wire spreading length being only
0.49% and 0.26%, respectively. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show
the result of RVIfA-WS method for circuit S38584 with a full-
chip view and a local view, respectively. It can be observed that
there are two dead vias protected by using the wire spreading
capability in Fig. 8(b).

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented the MBC graph matching problem to for-
mulate the redundant via insertion problem, and have described
how to use a heuristic minimum weighted matching (HMWM)
algorithm to solve it. We also utilized the HMWM algorithm

2In Table I, we also find that the insertion rate of TDVI with insertion rate
mode is slightly smaller than the insertion rate of TDVI with on-track/stack
redundant via enhancement mode. It is because that the single via and stack
via have the same priority in its insertion rate mode, hence, the single via might
be matched first when they are in conflict.
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Benchmark RVIfA Procedure (Ours) TDVI [8] with TDVI [8] with on-track/
insertion rate mode stack redundant via enhancement mode

Circuit #Single #Alive #Ins. Ins. On-T. Time of #Ins. Ins. On-T. Time #Ins. Ins. On-T. Time
Name Via Via RVia Rate Rate HMWM RVia Rate Rate RVia Rate Rate

(%) (%) (sec) (%) (%) (sec) (%) (%) (sec)
Mcc1 5788 5265 5216 99.07 70.90 0.031 5140 97.63 44.53 0.297 5142 97.66 69.84 0.281
Mcc2 33153 29351 29163 99.36 73.23 0.109 28757 97.98 45.43 1.547 28766 98.01 72.70 1.391
Struct 7248 7195 7194 99.99 82.71 0.031 7175 99.72 34.06 0.375 7175 99.72 79.36 0.344

Primary1 5347 5252 5252 100.00 81.23 0.016 5241 99.79 39.69 0.281 5241 99.79 79.83 0.265
Primary2 22365 21790 21783 99.97 81.89 0.094 21730 99.72 42.31 1.125 21730 99.72 80.91 1.031

S5378 6784 6341 6305 99.43 76.69 0.016 6227 98.20 47.13 0.312 6228 98.22 76.72 0.281
S9234 5350 5076 5036 99.21 80.78 0.016 4987 98.25 50.85 0.281 4988 98.27 80.61 0.250

S13207 13767 13072 12995 99.41 80.78 0.047 12885 98.57 50.39 0.656 12886 98.58 80.72 0.578
S15850 16633 15677 15595 99.48 79.44 0.047 15445 99.52 49.83 0.750 15447 98.53 79.26 0.672
S38417 40655 38577 38394 99.53 81.14 0.156 38126 98.83 50.39 1.844 38135 98.85 80.89 1.657
S38584 54483 51276 50994 99.45 79.65 0.235 50435 98.36 50.55 2.453 50446 98.38 79.62 2.219

Comparison 1 99.54 78.95 1 0.9915 98.69 45.92 12.43 0.9916 98.70 78.22 11.24

TABLE I
COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED RVIfA PROCEDURE WITH TDVI [8].

Benchmark RVIfA-WS Method
RVIfA Procedure WS Procedure after RVIfA Procedure

Circuit #Single #Alive #Dead #Ins. #Ins. #Artificial #All #Alive #Prot. Prot. PWLen. Time
Name Via Via Via RVia Rate Dead Via Dead Via Dead Via Dead Via Rate Percent.

(%) (%) (%) (sec)
Mcc1 5788 5265 523 5216 99.07 49 572 463 370 64.69 0.18 0.28
Mcc2 33153 29351 3802 29163 99.36 188 3990 3268 2703 67.74 0.11 8.45
Struct 7248 7195 53 7194 99.99 1 54 47 42 77.78 0.02 0.08

Primary1 5347 5252 95 5252 100.00 0 95 84 69 72.63 0.03 0.05
Primary2 22365 21790 575 21783 99.97 7 582 504 384 65.98 0.05 0.39

S5378 6784 6341 443 6305 99.43 36 479 272 174 36.33 0.45 0.33
S9234 5350 5076 274 5036 99.21 40 314 220 137 43.63 0.49 0.30

S13207 13767 13072 695 12995 99.41 77 772 512 334 43.26 0.37 1.84
S15850 16633 15677 956 15595 99.48 82 1038 680 455 43.83 0.40 2.28
S38417 40655 38577 2078 38394 99.53 183 2261 1514 939 41.53 0.37 13.22
S38584 54483 51276 3207 50994 99.45 282 3489 2278 1434 41.10 0.42 29.31
Average - - - - 99.54 - - - - 54.41 0.26 -

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED RVIfA-WS METHOD.
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Fig. 8. Redundant via insertion result of S38584 by using RVIfA-WS method.
(a) The routed result of full chip. (b) A portion result of wire spreading.

and the wire spreading technique to develop an efficient redun-
dant via insertion method for alive and dead vias. The experi-
mental results have shown that the proposed methods can ob-
tain a high redundant via insertion rate for alive vias and protect
dead vias efficiently.
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